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Demand Side Load Management of Smart Grids Using Intelligent Trading Metering Billing
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WIRELESS TRANSFORMER PARAMETER MEASUREMENT AND PROTECTION

REAL TIME AUTOMATION IN PADDY FIELD WITH SECURITY

FAULT DETECTION AND CORRECTION IN DC MOTOR

Power Theft identification using Energy meter
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CAN Protocol
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IEEE Intra-Vehicle Networks A Review
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<th>Page</th>
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</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14_417</td>
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</tr>
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<td>111</td>
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<tbody>
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<td>418</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>426</td>
<td>RFID based Hostel Security System with Intruder Detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>437</td>
<td>AUTOMATIC BABY e-CRADLE FOR INFANT CARE</td>
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<tr>
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<td>SMART GIRLS SECURITY SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>439</td>
<td>Fault Analysis and Electrical Protection of Distribution Transformers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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14_11_165_Intelligent Remotely Device Controlled System for Industrial Electrical Appliances through Zigbee Wireless Networks
14_12_Highly Efficient and Intelligent Indoor and Outdoor Lighting System Using a ZigBee Network of Devices and Sensors
14_13_Wireless transmission and analysis of physical variations in the atmosphere using ZIGBEE
14_23_Implementation of GSM Based Water Meter A Step towards Automation in Billing System
14_29_To analyze hand gesture recognition for wirelessly electronic device control
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14_A Sensor Based Anti-Poaching System in Tanzania National Parks
14_IEEE_208_Automatic User State Recognition for Hand Gesture Based Low-Cost Television Control System
14_Smart Gas Cylinder using Embedded System
14_SMART GIRLS SECURITY SYSTEM
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IEEE 2013

367_CHILD ACTIVITY RECOGNITION USING ACCELEROMETER AND RFID READER

368_CENTRALIZED LPG CYLINDERS THEFT DETECTION SYSTEM WITH SECURITY ALERTS

369_NFC-Enabled Smartphone Application for Drug Interaction and Drug Allergy Detection

371_HEALTH @ HOME – Remote monitoring of vital signs

372_ADVANCED SOFESTICAED TECHINQUES IN VEHICLES FOR PREVENTION OF ACCIDENTS

373_ENERGY EFFICIENT LED LIGHTING SYSTEM FOR COMMERCIAL PURPOSE

375_Remote-Control System of High Efficiency and Intelligent Street Lighting Using a ZigBee Network of Devices and Sensors

378_Hardware Demonstration of a Home energy management system for demand response applications

382_Online Monitoring of Geological CO2 Storage and leakage based on wireless sensor networks

386_AN OPTIMAL DRIVING SYSTEM BY USING WIRELESS HELMET and ANDROID

387_Safety helmet for a pilot

389_Use of Ultrasonic Signal Coding and PIR Sensors to Enhance the Sensing Reliability of an Embedded Surveillance System

390_Embedded System Based Eye Movement Communicating Media for Paralyzed Person

391_Passenger BUS Alert System for Easy Navigation of Blind

392_Smart Device for Optimal Use of Stored Renewable power

393_Smart Host Microcontroller for Optimal Battery Charging in a Solar-Powered Robotic Vehicle

396_Low Power Wireless Sensor Network for Building Monitoring

397_DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF FALL DETECTOR USING FALL ACCELERATION

400_Environment monitoring and device control using ARM based Embedded Controlled Sensor Network
**POWER MANAGEMENT**

14_30_IEEE_Smart Home Energy Management System Including Renewable Energy Based on ZigBee and Webservices
14_IEEE_Implementation of a Web of Things based Smart Grid to remotely monitor and control Renewable Energy Sources
14_Solar Power Wireless Monitoring Based On Embedded System
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14_8_411_Design and Implementation of Client-Server based Remote Machine Control System using Web Services for Industrial Applications
15_5_WSN AND IOT-BASED SMART HOMES AND THEIR EXTENSION TO SMART BUILDINGS
15_6_DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION OF SMART CITY USING CONTROLLED AREA NETWORK PROTOCOL FOR CONTROLLING PURPOSE
15_7_CONTROLLER AREA NETWORK BASED CRUISE CONTROL IN TRAFFIC SITUATIONS
15_10_378_Hardware Demonstration of a Home Energy Management System for Demand Response Appl
15_12_AN ENHANCED CRACK DETECTION SYSTEM FOR RAILWAY TRACK
14_21_A Reconfigurable Smart Sensor Interface for Industrial WSN in IoT Environment using web server
15_16_MICROCONTROLLER BASED THREE PHASE FAULT ANALYSIS FOR TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT FAULT
15_18_Women Anti-Rape Belt
15_25_IEEE_A Wireless Sensor Network Monitoring System for Highway Bridges
14_Application of RFID Technology and the Maximum Spanning Tree Algorithm for Solving Vehicle Emissions in Cities on Internet of Things
15_29_IEEE_An Approach for Monitoring and Smart Planning of Urban Solid Waste Management

15_30_EMBEDDED_FUZZY_ZIGBEE-Based Irrigation System for Home Gardens

14_189_Robotic automated food service provider is hotel with android based individual menu system

14_Smart Host Microcontroller for Optimal Battery Charging in a Solar Powered Robotic Vehicle & Cell Phone Charging
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